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PSP oldTimer is a vintage-
style compressor

designed for track and
program compression

and limiting. Our goal in
developing this plug-in is

to provide a simple
compressor that offers an

exceptionally musical
sound while requiring a
minimum of tweaking.

This plug-in is not based
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on any specific hardware,
rather it is inspired by
vintage circuits and is
designed to emulate

some favorite
characteristics of such

compressors.
Furthermore, this

compressor was designed
to be as simple and easy
to use as possible, so that

even extreme settings
can still generate

amazing results! This
compressor offers soft

and smooth compression
in most applications,

however it may slightly
color the sound with its

tube emulation on
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transients when heavily
driven internally by high

Compression values.
Installation: Extract to the

folder you downloaded
the package to. You don’t
need to install any of the
sample packs used. New!
PSP oldTimerME v2 PSP
oldTimer is a vintage-

style compressor
designed for track and
program compression

and limiting. Our goal in
developing this plug-in is

to provide a simple
compressor that offers an

exceptionally musical
sound while requiring a
minimum of tweaking.
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This plug-in is not based
on any specific hardware,

rather it is inspired by
vintage circuits and is
designed to emulate

some favorite
characteristics of such

compressors.
Furthermore, this

compressor was designed
to be as simple and easy
to use as possible, so that

even extreme settings
can still generate

amazing results! This
compressor offers soft

and smooth compression
in most applications,

however it may slightly
color the sound with its
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tube emulation on
transients when heavily
driven internally by high

Compression values.
Installation: Extract to the

folder you downloaded
the package to. You don’t
need to install any of the
sample packs used. PSP

oldTimerWME is a vintage-
style compressor

designed for track and
program compression

and limiting. Our goal in
developing this plug-in is

to provide a simple
compressor that offers an

exceptionally musical
sound while requiring a
minimum of tweaking.
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This plug-in is not based
on any specific hardware,

rather it is inspired by
vintage circuits and is
designed to emulate

some favorite
characteristics of such

compressors.
Furthermore, this

compressor was designed
to be as simple and easy
to use as possible, so that

even extreme settings
can still generate

amazing results! This
compressor offers soft

and smooth compression
in most applications,

however it may slightly
color the sound with its
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tube emulation on
transients when heavily
driven internally by high

Compression values.

PSP OldTimerME 2022

PSP oldTimer is a vintage-
style compressor

designed for track and
program compression

and limiting. Our goal in
developing this plug-in is

to provide a simple
compressor that offers an

exceptionally musical
sound while requiring a
minimum of tweaking.

This plug-in is not based
on any specific hardware,
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rather it is inspired by
vintage circuits and is
designed to emulate

some favorite
characteristics of such

compressors.
Furthermore, this

compressor was designed
to be as simple and easy
to use as possible, so that

even extreme settings
can still generate

amazing results! This
compressor offers soft

and smooth compression
in most applications,

however it may slightly
color the sound with its

tube emulation on
transients when heavily
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driven internally by high
Compression values. PSP
oldTimerME Features: *
Wide speed range * 8

(12) Bit * Saturation can
be switched from Internal

or External *
Compress/Expand

Function * PCM mono is
supported * PCM Rate
can be set * Limiting
Function * Attack &

Release are either fixed
or via LFO * Tube, Clip &
TrueOldTimer emulation
modes * Can be used as
an effects send * 4 Band

EQ * HPF, HPE * Panning *
Articulation * Delay *

Switches:
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Internal/External, Gain,
Drive, Decibel and

Saturation * Stereo or
Mono input * Mono output
* (Some) presets included
(optimized for relatively

short periods) * Max level
can be set * User defined

VU meters * Shortcut
Menu * MIDI Learn *

Save/Load by clicking a
file name * Multiple

instances * Generate
presets * Plugin can be
looped * Plugin contains
no parameters * Plugin
can be created as an
insert effect * Phone

crossfade * Mixer can be
switched between input
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or output * Shimmer *
Support for the PC

version of PSP oldTimer
can be installed via

PluginMaker.com * Power
saving properties in the
plugin preferences * API

for third party plugin
developers Quadralog:

now with a 'fluent
interface'! Quadralog -

Fluid Interface for
Quadralog is a new

version of the popular
Quadralog, which

provides a sophisticated
and intuitive interface

and improved speed and
memory performance.

The new version
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'Quadralog' incorporates
a visual processor

environment for ease-of-
use, a dual-window
display to improve

workflow productivity,
b7e8fdf5c8
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* * * * * * * * * * PSP
oldTimer is a vintage-
style compressor
designed for track and
program compression
and limiting. Our goal in
developing this plug-in is
to provide a simple
compressor that offers an
exceptionally musical
sound while requiring a
minimum of tweaking.
This plug-in is not based
on any specific hardware,
rather it is inspired by
vintage circuits and is
designed to emulate
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some favorite
characteristics of such
compressors.
Furthermore, this
compressor was designed
to be as simple and easy
to use as possible, so that
even extreme settings
can still generate
amazing results! This
compressor offers soft
and smooth compression
in most applications,
however it may slightly
color the sound with its
tube emulation on
transients when heavily
driven internally by high
Compression values. PSP
oldTimerME Description: *
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What's New In?

PSP oldTimerME is a
recreation of the classic
and versatile “oldTimer”
compressor by the
legendary Voivod, one of
the masters of the guitar
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and bass guitar culture.
The “oldTimer” is a very
useful compressor, being
able to offer extreme
features for extreme
situations, yet a basic
functionality for normal
use. For this reason, it is
a compressor with a lot of
versatility, power and it’s
possible to adjust how it
behaves when the gain is
increased on the source
or the output. It’s quick
and easy to use and
offers both positive and
negative feedback –
something that is very
relevant for a compressor
as its main purpose is to
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give the user an
immediate indication of
what’s going on. This is
one of the major reasons
why it’s so often used to
improve mixes as it’s
able to use a compressor
as a normal EQ, with one
of the most famous
compressor in the world
being used to set a filter
shape for the compressor
that allows for quick
adjustments. It’s not a
fast compressor, but it is
very easy to use and
offers a quick-response
time allowing the user to
create a smooth and
continuous tone while
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being able to keep the
dynamics of the track in a
very low level, without
clipping. PSP
oldTimerDAD Description:
PSP oldTimerDAD is a
recreation of the classic
“DAD-101” compressor.
This compressor is
equipped with the same
functionality as the
“oldTimer” and offers a
limited amount of
adjustment – something
extremely useful in cases
of extreme compression.
It’s a very musical
compressor, offering a lot
of depth and a very
strong tube emulation for
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extreme compression
values, letting the user
get the benefit of
additional effects while
obtaining an excellent
effect of compression.
This compressor is very
easy to use, letting the
user get the most out of
it without requiring
extensive knowledge or
excessive tweaking. Even
if it is slightly less
powerful than the
“oldTimer”, it’s still a
versatile compressor that
may be used to improve
even the most extreme
tracks. PSP
oldTimerME_B-24
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Description: This is the
24db/oct comp with OSR
like emulation using a
classic Q22. This has a
large phase margin and is
tweakable on delay. This
should work for hiphop
drum packs where the
lowest mic is the kick and
the send is the snare. PSP
old
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System Requirements:

Windows Mac OS X Linux
Minimum System
Requirements: iOS
Android Mac
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